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 Strollers 

   Familidoo 6 Seat Stroller with Auto 
Brake 

      116299    ...........................................     $1,599.95 

 

  The Heavy Duty 6 seat option weighs 35.5kg and 
when folded measures 50cmD x 85cmW x 125cmH. 
Unfolded is 150 x 85 x 107cmH. Minor assembly is 
required.       

 Ideal for day care services, Familidoo strollers will safely carry 4 or 6 children at a time. Each stroller seat comes in strong bright 
colours with matching storage pockets (to store the specific child’s items) and fitted with reclining seats & removable harnesses, 
so they add comfort, fun and style on days out. Equipped with an extra large sun canopy with monitoring window, spacious 
storage basket and removable bumper bar, these high quality strollers have everything required for excursions or a visit to the 
park. Built to last with a rigid steel frame and extra safe auto brake system, the Familidoo strollers are safe as well as functional. 
Suitable for children aged 6 to 36 months and have a maximum weight rating of 15kg per seat. 

   Familidoo 4 Seat Stroller with Auto Brake 
      116298    .................................................................     $1,199.95 

 

  The lightweight, compact 4 seat Familidoo stroller measures 126 x 78 
x 43cmH when folded and 113 x 78 x 110cmH when unfolded and 
weighs 22.4kg. Minor assembly is required.       

Familidoo Strollers with Auto Brake

STORAGE SPACE FOR 
EXTRA ITEMS

FOLDS UP FOR EASIER 
STORAGE

FEATURES AN AUTO 
BREAK SYSTEM

CANOPY COVERS FOR 
EXTRA SHADE
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 Nappy Change Area 

   Felt Hanging Branch   
   136651   Gossiping Birds  .........................     $41.95 
      Size: 17.5 x 50 x 11cmH    

   Birch Change Station with Pull Out Stairs & Change Mat 
      159570T    ....................................................................................................................................     $999.95 

 

  Solid Birch ply Change Station complete with Pull Out Stair Unit. Two cupboards for storage, a handy towel rail and 
PVC heavy duty change mat all included in this purpose built unit which can comfortably take up to 50kgs of weight..  
 Size: 120 x 56 x 97.5cmH    

   High Side Change Mat   
   120801   Cream  ......................................     $79.95 
      Size: 70 x 48 x 13cmH    

 The 13cm high raised sides provide extra support 
and safety whilst changing the baby and the thick 
bottom pad provides comfort. Manufactured using 

the highest quality materials from high density 
foam to high quality soft touch yet heavy duty 

vinyl, which wipes clean easily. Removable cover. 

    120800   Navy Blue  .................................     $79.95 
      Size: 70 x 48 x 13cmH    

   Large Flat Change Mat 
     159572    ................................................     $79.95 

 

  Heavy duty vinyl flat change mat, can also be used with 
the change station (code 159570T).   Size: 115 x 52 
x 7.5cmH    

   Change Table Liner Paper 
     157278   (Grease Proof) 28gsm 800pk  ......     $20.95 

 
  PEFC certified sanitary paper for covering change tables. 
Ideal for child care centres.   Size: 40 x 33cm    

   Waste Bin 27L 
     149361B   Swing Top Tidy White  .................     $19.95 

 

  Swing top tidy bin for use mainly in kitchen areas. 27L 
capacity, suitable with 27L bin liners (code 158074A).  
 Size: 30 x 30 x 56cmH    

  Pedal/Step 
Bin 20L

     115058   Stainless Steel  ............................     $44.95 

 

  Easy to use, hand free pedal/step bin with a 20L 
capacity. Keeps hands away from germs. Great for 
nappy change areas or kitchens and is suitable with 27L 
bin liners (code 158074A).   Size: 29cmDia x 48cmH    

   Bin Liners   
   158074A   27L White 50pk  ..........................     $2.10 
   158074B   27L White 1000pk (20 Rolls of 50)      $33.95 
   158073A   73L Black 50pk  ...........................     $9.50 
    158073   73L Black 250pk  .......................     $39.95 
   Great for regular to large garbage or nappy bins.       

   136650   Owl Mama & Baby  ....................     $39.95 

 

  Size: 40 x 8 x 15cmH    
 These beautifully crafted felt hangings bring colour 
and warmth to a play space. A wonderful way to alter 
the look of a room by bringing the ceiling lower and 
creating cosy areas. Hang above book corners, small 
imaginative play spaces or as a point of conversation 
above nappy change mats. 
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   Simply Snookums Nappies   
    158406   Medium 4 to 11kg 168pk  ...........     $44.95 
    158407   Large 9 to 14kg 144pk  ..............     $39.95 
    158408   Extra Large 12kg+ 120pk  ...........     $35.95  

  The Simply Snookums range is the perfect choice for day time use. It is the most cost effective option in the Snookums 
nappy range as your baby will under go several nappy changes during the day. Featuring a 2 step wetness indicator 
- the nappy changes colour when wet. The nappies are unisex and have an adjustable elastic waist ensuring a 
comfortable fit. Hook & loop tabs for easy fastening and a soft cloth like sheet on the outer of the nappy with colourful 
animal prints.       

   Snookums Nappies   
   158387   Medium 4 to 11kgs 100pk  .........     $31.95 
   158388   Large 9 to 14kgs 100pk  .............     $34.95 
   158389   Extra Large 12kgs+ 100pk  ..........     $37.95  

  Snookums Nappies are super absorbent, allowing more time between nappy changes. Featuring a 2 step wetness 
indicator - the nappy changes colour when wet. The nappies are unisex with waterproof barriers preventing leakage. 
These are premium nappies ideal for day and night use.       

   BabyLove Bulk Nappies   
   158283   Med/Crawler 6-11kg 176pk  ......     $59.95    158284   Lrg/Toddler 9-14kg 144pk  ..........     $49.95 

   158285   XL/Walker 12-17kg 96pk  ...........     $37.95    158286   Junior 15kg+ 90pk  .....................     $39.95 

   Joey’s Everyday Wipes 

      158260   16pks x 80 Wipes  .....................     $33.95 

 

  Containing 16 packs of 80 wipes, Joey’s Everyday 
Wipes are an unscented, alcohol free wipe with a strong, 
cloth like feel. A perfect balance of cost effectiveness and 
quality. Each wipe measures 20 x 17cm.       

   Joey’s Premium Wipes 

  
    158261   12pks x 100 Wipes  ...................     $36.95 

 

  Joey’s Premium Wipes are alcohol free, unscented and 
come in 12 packs of 100 wipes. Convenient and 
hygienic with a re-sealable pop up lid, they are softer, 
stronger with a cloth like feel and represent great value 
and high quality. Each wipe measures 20 x 17cm.       

 Say ‘Bye Bye’ to Red marks with BabyLove Cosifit nappies. The revolutionary nappy comes with all the 
features that parents currently love plus much, much more! With an Australian first patented technology, 
Cosifit Double Support are specially designed to evenly distribute pressure from the leg band elastic 
to help prevent and protect baby’s delicate skin from Red marks, while maintaining high level leakage 

protection. 
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 A practical high & low feeding solution. The Low Feeding Chair creates a sense of belonging around the table at meal times. Easily folded with one movement, fully portable. 
Chair is supplied with a removable tray with plastic cover and includes a 5 point harness for additional safety. Created with European Beech Wood, this chair meets safety 
standards and looks great. The High & Low Feeding Chair is supplied with extension legs for use as a regular high chair, adjustable to 3 heights. Low chair size: 43 x 39 x 

63cmH, seat height 29cm from floor. With extension legs attached, seat height ranges from 48 to 61cm from floor. Chair when fully extended is 65 x 48 x 95cmH. 
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 Feeding Chairs & Equipment 

63cmH, seat height 29cm from floor. With extension legs attached, seat height ranges from 48 to 61cm from floor. Chair when fully extended is 65 x 48 x 95cmH. 

   Tikk Tokk Wooden Low Feeding Chair   
    149388   43 x 39 x 63cmH  ....................     $159.95 

   Tikk Tokk Wooden High & Low Feeding 
Chair   

    149390   65 x 48 x 95cmH  ....................    $179.95 

   Tikk Tokk Feeding Chair Cushion 
     149387    ................................................     $19.95 

 

  Suited to the feeding chair, the cream cushion is easily 
attached and removed for cleaning. Machine washable.  
 Size: 52 x 31cm    

   Evolu 2 High & Low Feeding Chair   
    149273   Natural & White  ......................     $219.95 
    149276   ABS Tray White  .........................     $59.95 
    149273T   White Chair with White Tray  .........     $269.95 

 The Evolu 2 is an attractive high or low feeding chair with a moulded plastic seat 
for comfort and easy cleaning with timber legs for style. A modern European design 
both versatile and functional for use as a low chair suited to a children’s table 50cm 
high or can be extended as a high chair to suit an adult table (75cm high) or bench 
height (90cm high). Or use free standing as either high or low chair with the ABS tray 
table addon! High quality product meeting all relevant safety standards, complete with 
5-point harness, safety bar and foot rest (installed when legs extended). Neoprene 
cushion seat also available. 

   Evolu 2 High & Low Feeding Chair   
    149274   Natural & Grey ........................     $219.95 
    149275   ABS Tray Grey  ...........................     $59.95 
    149274T   Grey Chair with Grey Tray  ........     $269.95 

    149277   Neoprene Seat Cushion Grey  ......     $49.95 

 

  If you would like to add some padding to your Evolu 2 
high chair, this neoprene cushion is nice and soft, yet 
durable. It is machine washable and available in Grey 
only.       

   Face Washers   
   116350   Navy Blue 12pk .........................     $29.95 
   116351   Green 12pk  ..............................     $29.95 
   116352   Maroon 12pk  ............................     $29.95 

 

  Coloured face washers made from 100% cotton. 
Machine washable and complete with a loop for 
hanging.   Size: 30 x 30cm    

   Rainbow Cotton Bibs 

  
    116368   6pk  ..........................................     $27.95 

 

  Cotton bibs are two layers of 100% cotton terry 
towelling, providing added absorbency. Easy to pull 
over the head covering a generous amount of the child’s 
front and shoulders. 2 x Green, Blue & Yellow bibs.   Size: 
35 x 26cmW    

 Evolu 2 High & Low Feeding Chair 

  Evolu 2 High & Low Feeding Chair 



Low

High 
& Low

Evolu 2 
ONLY
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 Crafted from curved solid Birch 
ply timber, this trendy design 
is strong and functional. 
Designed to enable children 
to sit at a table with enhanced 
support and security as when 
pushed close to a table the 
chair wraps around and 
secures the child. Perfect for 
feeding and activity times. The 
low height chair is suitable as 
a low feeding chair when used 

with 38cmH tables. 

   Billy Kidz Wooden Poppet Chair       160004   Nursery 15cm  .................................................................................................................     $69.95 
   Seat height 15cm. Suitable as low feeding chair when used with 38cmH tables.   Size: 31 x 28.5 x 31cmH    

   Billy Kidz Round Table 800 x 800mm Birch   
   143143A   Charcoal Legs Low 38cm  .................................................................................................     $209.95 
   143143E   Light Grey Legs Low 38cm  ...............................................................................................     $209.95 
   143143I   Cream Legs Low 38cm  ....................................................................................................     $209.95 
   A perfect sized table height for feeding time.   

   CoverMe 
Mombo Feeding & Support Pillow   

   144161T   Insert & Cover Set  ......................     $74.95 
   144160   Insert  ........................................     $59.95 
   144161   Slip Cover  .................................     $19.95 

 

  A 3-in-1 pillow offering support during feeding, tummy 
time and when baby sits up. Featuring two distinct 
sides, one is soft for baby to lounge on and the other 
side is firm, providing optimum support for nursing. Set 
contains a pillow and slip cover.   Size: 60 x 48 x 15cm  
 Age: 0+ mths 

   Icarus Adult Glider Chair 

  
    159931   Grey  ..................................................................................    $699.95 

 

  A gorgeous rocking chair with a finely crafted wooden frame with comfortable 
plush fabric padding. With its smooth and quiet rocking motion, high back and 
support arms, this chair is ideal for baby feeding and this is perfect addition to 
any nursery. 4 additional timber feet are supplied to convert to a stationary chair.  
 Size: 86 x 72 x 100cmH    

 

 Zara Adult 
Chair with 
Linen Look

  
    159796    ..........................................................................................    $329.95 

 

  A stunning chair made from Rubberwood in a linen look fabric, that is very functional 
and comfortable. With its high back support and wide arm rests, this is a lovely feeding 
chair for the nursery or a comfortable seat in foyer or staff areas. Treated with a fabric 
protection for protection against stains and accidental damage to retain the natural feel 
and appearance.   Size: 74 x 69 x 98cmH    

  Billy Kidz Wooden Poppet Chair 
  $69.95 

   Billy Kidz Baby Sit Me Up 

  
    159733    ..............................................     $129.95 

 

  Little ones can feel supported and safe in this foam 
padded Sit Me Up. Made from a non-toxic, easy to 
wipe clean vinyl and in lovely natural colours, this makes 
a welcome addition to any centre. Babies just learning to 
sit up by themselves will love being a part of the action, 
whilst parents and carers can rest easy knowing they are 
comfortable and safe.   Size: 60 x 46 x 15cmH    

  CoverMe 
Mombo Feeding & Support Pillow 

treated with 
fabric protection

both feet 
options 
included
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 Cots 

    149378   Natural  ...............................................................................    $449.95 
   149378T   Natural with Mattress  ...........................................................    $499.95 
      Size: 110 x 70 x 138cmH    

   149379   White  .................................................................................    $449.95 
   149379T   White with Mattress  .............................................................    $499.95 
      Size: 110 x 70 x 138cmH    

   159633   With Mattress  ......................................................................................................................................................................................................    $599.95 

 
  Cot measurements with Castors = 110 x 70 x 148cmH, Mattress Size = 100 x 60 x 8cm, With castors, floor to top of mattress height is 80.5cm and the lowered drop side height 
is 100.5cm.   Size: 110 x 70 x 148cmH    

Raised 
Height

80.5cm
FLOOR TO

MATTRESS TOP

Raised 
Height
79cm
FLOOR TO

MATTRESS TOP

Raised 
Height
79cm
FLOOR TO

MATTRESS TOP

FOR FULL
RANGE OF 
COTS SEE 
PAGE 179

Tikk Tokk Aspen Ergonomic Cot
The Aspen is a strong and sturdy wooden cot, simple to erect and simple to use. The ergonomic design makes access quick and 
requires limited or no bending of the carer’s back due to the increased height of the mattress. This is the biggest OH&S risk in 
childcare due to continuous lifting of babies from low heights. The industry standard space-saver 100 x 60cm cot mattress size 
means this cot saves valuable floor space and can pass through doors. The mattress is water proof with a removable cover.

- 100 x 60cm cot mattress size allows the cot to pass through doors 

- Cot is manufactured with rounded edges and corners leaving no sharp areas 

- With castors: floor to top of mattress: 79cmH, and lowered dropside: 99cmH 

- Cot Size: 110 x 70 x 138cmH 

The Cot & Mattress are tested and compliant to the required safety standards. 
Cot: ANS/NZ 2172:2013; Mattress: AS/NZS8811.1:2013 (SIDS).

Features

ALL COTS REQUIRE 
ADDITIONAL ASSEMBLY

 TufStuf Wooden Ergonomic 
Evacuation Cot 
 Dual-purpose evacuation cot with drop side feature can be 
used for everyday use in child care settings as well as an 
evacuation cot, if needed. This space saving cot is easy 
to use and will withstand the constant daily use. Featuring 
an ergonomic height mattress base and drop side for 
convenient use and large 10cm heavy duty castors for 
quick portability in the event of an emergency. 

– Unique quick access drop-side 
mechanism 

– Large 10cm heavy duty castors 

– Teething guard 

– Rounded edges and corners 

– Waterproof cot mattress with 
a foam inner and removable 
waterproof cover. 

Certified to all three required 
Safety Standards: 
Cot: AS/NZS 2172:2013 
Cots Mattress: AS/NZS 
8811.1:2013 
Sleep surfaces 
Test for firmness Castors: SGS 
Load and durability test.

Features
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   Blue Ribbon Rhythm Band Set 
     131358   24 x 14 x 13cmH  ..................................................     $62.95 

 

  This set includes 6 wooden rhythm instruments - castanet, block drum, jingle 
bell, jingle stick, clapper and maracas - all on an arch wooden stand.      Age: 
2+ yrs 

   Blue Ribbon Round Tone Drum 
      131359   20cm Dia  ..............................................................     $37.95 

 
  Round Wooden Tone Drum with rubber headed mallet. Explore the different 
tones when striking the different areas of the drum face.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Blue Ribbon Tubular Bar Xylophone 

  
   131360   19 x 30.5 x 9.5cmH  ..............................................     $56.95 

 

  Beautifully crafted metal tubular bar xylophone set on a wooden frame. As 
the bars are made of metal, this musical instrument can be more accurately 
described as a metallophone. Play by striking the differently sized metal tubes 
with the wooden mallet. Encourages tonal and rhythmic exploration.      Age: 
2+ yrs 

   Early Years Wooden Musical Instrument Set 

     131360T   8 Instruments  .......................................................     $149.95 

 
  Wooden set of rhythm instruments perfect for babies and toddlers. Includes a 
6 piece rhythm band set, tone drum and tubular bar xylophone.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Hape Penguin Musical Wobbler 
     132588    ..........................................................................................     $21.95 

 

  With the Penguin Musical Wobbler, children can experience sound and delight in the 
penguin’s soothing tinkling sounds and funny waddle.   Size: 12 x 10 x 12cmH   Age: 
6+ mths 

   Hape Baby Drum 
     132590    ..........................................................................................     $33.95 

 

  With the rolling and highly engaging Baby Drum, your child can experience the 
wonder of music and the joy of rhythm from a very early age. This product requires 
3 x AA batteries, sold separately (code 124826).   Size: 15 x 13cmH   Age: 6+ mths 

   Hape Early Melodies 
     132591T   Set of 4  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................     $114.95 

 

  Hape’s Early Melodies range is fantastic for teaching children about music from a young age while developing coordination skills. This impressive set of four instruments are beautifully 
constructed and will provide hours of entertainment for little ones. The set consists of the Penguin Musical Wobbler (132588), Rotating Music Box (132589), Baby Drum (132590) 
and Shape Sorter Xylophone (132591). All items are sold separately.      Age: 12+ mths 

FREE FREIGHT*

  $62.95 
  This set includes 6 wooden rhythm instruments - castanet, block drum, jingle 
bell, jingle stick, clapper and maracas - all on an arch wooden stand.      Age: 

  $37.95 
  Round Wooden Tone Drum with rubber headed mallet. Explore the different 

  $56.95 
  Beautifully crafted metal tubular bar xylophone set on a wooden frame. As 
the bars are made of metal, this musical instrument can be more accurately 
described as a metallophone. Play by striking the differently sized metal tubes 
with the wooden mallet. Encourages tonal and rhythmic exploration.      Age: 

  $149.95 
  Wooden set of rhythm instruments perfect for babies and toddlers. Includes a 
6 piece rhythm band set, tone drum and tubular bar xylophone.      Age: 2+ yrs 

 HAPE products are created to inspire play, learning and exploration of the world we live in. Created using natural materials, water-based paints and strict 
quality and safety standards, every HAPE toy is an investment children will love. 

  Hape Penguin Musical Wobbler 
..........................................................................................   $21.95 

   Hape Rotating Music Box 
     132589    ..........................................................................................     $25.95 

 

  A soothing and gentle toy that will encourage young children to explore and experience 
music in a fun way, the colourful Rotating Music Box is ideal for newborns and up.   Size: 
11 x 11cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Hape Shape Sorter Xylophone 
     132591    ..........................................................................................     $39.95 

 

  Is it a piano or a puzzle? Well, the multifunctional Shape Sorter Xylophone is a piano, 
xylophone and shape sorting game all rolled into one!   Size: 20 x 25 x 7cmH   Age: 
12+ mths 

1

2

3

1

2

3
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 Exploration 

   Time to Move 
      160614    .................................................................     $45.50 

 
  Supporting physical development in the early years. How to observe, 
assess and plan for progress. 92 pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    

   Birth and Beyond 

  
    160609    .................................................................     $39.95 

 

  Supporting educators in the early childhood field to deeply understand 
the specific needs and priorities of this age group and be able to 
transfer this knowledge into meaningful environments, practice and 
programs. 52 pages.   Size: 205 x 292mm    

   Dondolino Baby Rocker 

  
    120797   Black  ..........................................................................................................    $129.95 

 

  A safe multi-function seat for babies. It converts easily between rocking and bouncing mode with a lock in 
leg. With a three position seat recline you can ensure the baby is always comfortable and can lay back 
to sleep, relax or sit more upright to watch your every move. It has been made using a high quality, easy 
clean fabric so your rocker bouncer will always look good. When folded it measures 42 x 71 x 11cm 
and when opened it expands to 42 x 71 x 27cm to 41cm in height.      Age: 0+ mths 

   Birch Gross Motor Play Gym Set   
   159594   4pcs  .......................................     $699.95 

   Birch Gross Motor Play Infant Crawl 
Tunnel 

  
   159596    ..............................................     $249.95 

 

  Give children the opportunity to experience spatial 
confinement of closed spaces (but open). The raised lip 
at the top assists toddlers walking. Includes a mirror on 
the outside of the unit. Perfect add on if you already 
have the 4 piece gross motor play gym set.   Size: 50 x 
50 x 50cmH    

   Birch Gross Motor Play Gym Set 
     159597T   5pcs  ............................................................................................................................     $899.95 

 

  Complete Gross Motor Play Gym set with all 5 pieces - Platform, Carpeted Ramp, Progress Ramp, Challenge Climber 
and Crawl Tunnel. All items lock in together. Made from solid Birch ply timber with smooth shaped edges to encourage 
children to touch and feel the different heights and angles as they play helping develop their gross motor skills.       

   Wobbel Board       139968    .................................................................................................................     $319.95 
      Size: 87 x 30 x 22cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

5 piece 
Set Includes
- Platform 
70 x 70 x 14.9cmH 
- Carpet Ramp 
80.5 x 50 x 20cmH
- Progress Ramp 
80.5 x 50 x 20cmH 
- Challenge Climber 
50 x 50 x 50cmH 
- Infant Crawl Tunnel 
50 x 50 x 50cmH

 Is it a balance board, a swing, a bridge, a shop, a 
hut, a step, a racetrack, a lounge seat, or an elephants 
back? Keep discovering and learning new ways to 
play with the Wobbel. Suitable for ages 0 and above. 

Complies with Australian toy safety standards. 
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 Exploration 

   Billy Kidz Rocking Horse 

  
   135564    ............................................................................................    $89.95 

 

  This childhood classic has been updated with solid plastic construction, so you can be 
sure that this will be one toy that is going to last. The vibrant plastic body is also easy 
to clean and has no sharp edges. Get your little one to the starting gate and get ready 
to race. Perfect for small indoor or outdoor play areas.   Size: 80 x 30 x 55cmH   Age: 
2+ yrs 

   Gonge Mini Top 
     132577    ............................................................................................    $89.95 

 

  Develop balance and motor skills with this fun giant spinning top. The safe and simple 
design is ideal for babies and toddlers. Made from durable, lightweight and easy clean 
plastic.   Size: 68cmD x 27cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Wonderworld Rocking Crocodile 

  
   143270    ..........................................................................................    $219.95 

 

  This is the ideal toy for active children, as they will love spending time rocking backwards 
and forwards on the soft plush seat. The crocodile can be removed from the wooden 
base to be used as a cushion or a large cuddly toy. The soft plush material can be spot 
cleaned but is not recommended for machine washing.   Size: 36 x 47 x 90cmH   Age: 
18+ mths 

  Wonderworld 
Puffy Dragon

     143271    ..........................................................................................    $199.95 

 

  A lovable ride-on toy, that can be steered left and right and has magical crinkly ears 
and a beeper in his crest. The plush dragon can be removed from the wooden base to 
be used as a cushion or a large cuddly toy. Minor assembly required.   Size: 31 x 47 x 
60cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Wonderworld Wonder Rocking Horse 
     143272    ..........................................................................................    $124.95 

 
  Promote balance and muscle strength whilst riding this beautiful timber rocking horse.  
 Size: 30 x 84 x 49cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Wonderworld Ride On Fire Engine 
     143273    ..........................................................................................    $179.95 

 

  A child can pretend to respond to a real fire alarm with this ride on Fire Engine. Steer 
the handle of the Fire Engine to control direction. The seat compartment can be used as 
a storage space.   Size: 27 x 50 x 35cmH   Age: 18+ mths 
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 Exploration 

   See Me Picture Mat 

     133817    ..........................................................................................    $239.95 

 

  A wonderful mat for tummy time, made of durable vinyl and a flexible mirror in the centre 
to attract the inquisitive baby. Insert 6 pictures in the clear pockets to add new interest 
and encourage new visual stimulation. Mirror measures 24cm in diameter.   Size: Mat 
91.5cmDia   Age: 0+ mths 

   Billy Kidz Little Crawler Soft Play Set 

  
   159637   3pcs  ...................................................................................    $399.95 

 

  Any little crawler will love to explore this soft play set in calm earthy tones, ideal for 
inside or outside use. The three piece set allows infants and toddlers to explore and 
discover in a safe environment and features a step, dip and ramp. Non-toxic, the vinyl 
covered foam is flexible, tactile and completely waterproof. This set provides opportunity 
for the development of vital motor skills such as climbing, sliding and crawling.   Size: 
155 x 50 x 16cmH    

   Billy Kidz Soft Play Climb & Slide 
      159736   4pcs  ...................................................................................    $399.95 

 

  Climb up and slide down and repeat… on this versatile four piece foam climber. Help to 
improve confidence, motor skills and coordination. Each piece is covered with an easy 
to wipe down heavy duty vinyl. Floor space is 93 x 93 x 25cmH.       

   Billy Kidz Little Bridge Crossing Soft Play Set 

      159734   9pcs  ...................................................................................    $699.95 

 

  Allow discovery and exploration with the Little Bridge Crossing Soft Play set. Featuring 
a ramp, stairs and tunnel, the bridge will encourage gross motor skills such as crawling, 
climbing, sliding and balancing. Natural coloured, easy to wipe clean vinyl. Floor 
space 152 x 152 x 38cmH.       

  Billy Kidz Little 
Explorer Soft Play Set

      159638   9pcs  ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $799.95 

 

  Set your little explorers loose on this soft play set, offering exciting challenges as they crawl, climb, slide and duck through tunnels building confidence, essential gross motor skills, 
cognitive functions and muscle development as they go. Featuring earthy tones and made from soft vinyl covered foam that is non-toxic and easy to wipe clean. The two tunnels feature 
a strong wooden frame covered by foam and vinyl to ensure those crawling through are safe from those climbing on the top.   Size: 160 x 104 x 43cmH    

to wipe down heavy duty vinyl. Floor space is 93 x 93 x 25cmH.       space 152 x 152 x 38cmH.       

Explorer Soft Play Set
 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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   Billy Kidz Soft Jumbo Block Set 

  

   159636   10pcs  .....................................     $799.95 

 

  In natural earthy tones, this soft jumbo block set is ideal 
for beginners to create their own playground climbing 
equipment. This builds confidence and motor skills by 
developing early balance and co-ordination skills at 
a lower height allowing less confident children to be 
involved, supporting collaborative group play and 
enhancing social interactions. The wipe-clean, vinyl 
covered blocks are made of thick resilient foam and 
provides a safe area for children to crawl and climb.       

   Billy Kidz Soft Play Gross Motor Block Set 

  
    159745   15pcs  .................................................................................    $679.95 

 

  A giant set of 15 large, tough vinyl covered foam blocks allowing children to construct 
obstacle courses to climb under, over, through shapes and build up and knock down 
blocks, for a fun activity. This set encourages exercise, team building, gross motor skills 
and muscle strength. Easy to wipe clean vinyl in lovely natural colours. The blocks range 
in size and shape from the cylinder at 18cm to the massive circle at 67cm.       

   Billy Kidz Soft Play Activity Block Set 

  
    159735   14pcs  .................................................................................    $459.95 

 

  These natural coloured soft foam blocks are great for construction, role play and creating 
obstacle courses. Made up of various geometric shapes and sizes, such as triangles, 
cylinders, squares, rectangles and arches, these easy to clean, durable vinyl covered 
blocks are ideal for developing positive social interactions and problem solving skills. 
Ranging in size from the cube at 24cm to cylinder at 71 x 24cmD.       

   Indoor Linen & Cotton Cushion   
   116492   Square Navy Blue  ......................    $19.95 
   116493   Rectangle Navy Blue  ..................    $19.95 
   116494   Large Square Navy Blue  .............    $29.95 
   116494T   Navy Blue Set of 3  .....................    $66.95 

 Super stylish cushions, made with a linen and cotton removable cover with a polyester insert. Create a comfortable reading area, scatter on the floor for quiet 
rest time or ideal as a comfort/cuddle cushion. Three designs and sizes available. 

   Indoor Linen & Cotton Cushion   
   116495   Square Navy Blue Dots  ...............    $19.95 
   116496   Rectangle Navy Blue Dots  ...........    $19.95 
   116497   Large Square Navy Blue Dots  ......    $29.95 
   116497T   Navy Blue Dots Set of 3  ..............    $66.95 

   Indoor Linen & Cotton Cushion   
   116498   Square Navy Blue Cross  .............    $19.95 
   116499   Rectangle Navy Blue Cross        ............$19.95 
   116500   Large Square Navy Blue Cross    .....   $29.95 
   116500T   Navy Blue Cross Set of 3  ............    $66.95 

   116500U   Navy Blue Complete Set of 9 ................................................................................................................................................................................    $189.95 

   Set of 9 includes one of each size & colour. Cushion Sizes: Square - 40 x 40cm, Rectangle - 28 x 45cm, Large Square - 52 x 52cm.       

rest time or ideal as a comfort/cuddle cushion. Three designs and sizes available. 

  Indoor Linen & Cotton Cushion 

Set Includes
2 x ramps 
(95 x 45 x 24cmH) 
2 x cylinders 
(45 x 24cmH) 
2 x double blocks 
(95 x 45 x 24cmH) 
2 x single blocks 
(47 x 45 x 24cmH) 
2 x half blocks 
(47 x 24 x 24cmH)

67cm
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 Teethers & Rattles 

   Blue Ribbon Baby Rattle 
     131393   Diamond  ...................................     $11.95 

 

  A Geo-shaped wooden rattle with bright coloured visual 
graphics. Painted using a non-toxic finish.   Size: 5 x 5 
x 3cmH    

 Blue Ribbon have created a bright collection of baby rattles featuring different designs 
and colours. All rattles are made from Rubberwood and painted with a non-toxic finish. 

   131394   Star Maracas .............................     $11.95 

 
  Produce a rattling sound by shaking this easy to grasp 
wooden rattle.   Size: 5 x 5 x 3cmH    

   131395   Flower Key  ................................     $14.95 

 

  A flower-shaped wooden rattle made from Rubberwood 
and painted with a non-toxic finish.   Size: 13 x 6.5 x 
5.5cmH    

   131396   Squishy Rattle  ............................     $14.95 

 
  Two rings that produce a rattle sound and yield easily to 
pressure when squeezed.   Size: 7 x 7 x 7cmH    

   131397   Horse Shoe Rings  .......................     $14.95 

 
  Moving rings that produce a pleasant sound when 
shaking. Made from Rubberwood.   Size: 5 x 10 x 5cmH    

   131398   First Car  ....................................     $17.95 

 

  A wooden car suitably sized for little hands and features 
a driver with a head that turns and wheels that clack 
when shaken.   Size: 9 x 9 x 10cmH    

   131398T   Set of 6  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $79.95 
   Six brightly coloured baby rattles featuring different designs. All rattles are made from Rubberwood and painted with a non-toxic finish.      Age: 0+ mths 

   Discoveroo Wooden Play Ball   
    144140   Beads  .......................................     $21.95 
   144141   Traffic  .......................................     $21.95  

  The Discoveroo Wooden Play Ball is a 12cm diameter 
ball made from Beech wood with beads that spin around 
a plastic cord. Great for motor skill development.      Age: 
6+ mths 

  Discoveroo 
Bendy Caterpillar

     144144   22cm ........................................     $13.95 

 

  A bendable caterpillar made from plantation wood and 
safe paints, is great for building coordination and basic 
motor skills.      Age: 10+ mths 

   Grimm’s Grasper Beads   
   139963   Rainbow  ..............................................................................     $34.95 
      Size: 11 x 9 x 5cmH    

   139964   Natural  ................................................................................     $34.95 

 

  Grimm’s Grasper Beads are the perfect tactile experience for babies as well as a great 
teething toy. The wooden balls are joined together by an elasticized heavy duty string.  
 Size: 11 x 9 x 5cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

Blue Ribbon Baby Rattles
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 Walter Wooden Baby Toys 

    113810   Teething Ring  .............................     $17.95 
      Size: 10 x 2 x 10cmH    

Craft and skill with over 100 years of tradition, German made Walter Toys are mainly manufactured in-house and are designed 
for a child’s world of sensation and are both challenging and stimulating to the imagination. Walter Toys promote the child’s 
mental and physical development as well as their creativity. Walter Toys has great environmental credentials including FSC 
sourced timber and soft colours from natural oil-based plant pigments and natural colours. These are toys for children to observe 
and understand the world around them.

    113811   Rattle & Ball  ..............................     $21.95 
      Size: 6 x 6 x 6cmH    

    Teethers &
 Rattles 

    113812   Rattle Disc  .................................     $17.95 
      Size: 10 x 2 x 10cmH    

    113813   Grip & Duck  ..............................     $32.95 
      Size: 8 x 5 x 10cmH    

    113814   Grip & Car ................................     $28.95 
      Size: 7 x 5 x 10cmH    

    113815   Jingle Bell  ..................................     $17.95 
      Size: 5 x 5 x 7cmH    

    113816   Rattling Tree  ..............................     $28.95 
      Size: 6 x 6 x 15cmH    

    113817   Carousel  ...................................     $28.95 
      Size: 9 x 8 x 12cmH    

     Size: 5 x 5 x 7cmH    

    113818   Key Chain  .................................     $28.95 
      Size: 10 x 3 x 10cmH    

    113818T   Set of 9  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................     $209.95 

 

  Walter Toys has great environmental credentials including FSC sourced timber and soft colours from natural oil-based plant pigments and natural colours. Made of natural raw 
materials, sturdy and non-toxic are safe for babies and children. All Walter toys have been tested and certified by Intertek and correspond to the guidelines of the EN 71. A wonderful, 
engaging set of 9 baby toys. Beautifully crafted and designed to stimulate as well as sustainable. Toys in harmony with nature.      Age: 3+ mths 
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 Sensory Development 

   Wonderworld Peek a Boo Ball 

  
    143279    ................................................     $19.95 

 

  Roll it across the floor and watch baby chase it. Great for 
developing muscles as it encourages little ones to crawl 
after it, then to develop the gross motor skills required 
to roll it back. Constantly changing shape, the smiley 
faces will be loved by babies and toddlers. Made from 
sustainable Rubberwood, with non-toxic water based 
paint finishes.   Size: 6 x 6 x 6cmH   Age: 3+ mths 

   Oball Grip Ball 

  
   144162   6pcs  .........................................     $59.95 

 

  Get a Grip on Playtime. This award-winning flexible 
design allows babies of all ages to grip, catch, and 
throw a ball with ease. Soft construction and large finger 
holes make it easy for little hands to grip and play. Easy-
care material wipes clean to help eliminate germs and 
dirt.   Size: 10cm   Age: 0+ mths 

   Oball Rattling Rocket 

  
   144163   2pcs  .........................................     $37.95 

 

  The easy to grasp and engaging Oball designed rocket 
features a rattle ball with multi-coloured beads that create 
fun rattle sounds! Plastic fins twist and turns to create 
entertaining ratcheting sounds.   Size: 8 x 14cmH   Age: 
0+ mths 

   Oball 

  
    144164   Twisty Rattle  ...............................     $19.95 

 

  Shake things up with this colourful toy unlike any rattle 
you’ve seen before. Each brightly-coloured ball clicks 
and twists into place to create a long link of lasting 
playtime fun and a chain reaction of cause and effect 
discovery.   Size: 21cm   Age: 0+ mths 

   Felt Ball Rug 

  
    116727   Rainbow Colours  .....................     $299.95 

 

  Stunning rainbow felt ball rugs are the perfect addition to 
any room. Handcrafted in Nepal, these gorgeous rugs 
add fun and funky charm to any room. With a lovely soft 
feel on the skin they are also very firm and robust.   Size: 
100cm Diameter    

   Felt Toadstool Mat 

     136265    ................................................     $99.95 

 

  The toadstool mat has perfectly hand sewn circles. Made 
from felted wool, it comes rolled up with it’s very own 
toadstool tie with 2 little toadstools on each end.   Size: 
100cm Diameter    

   Felt Rainbow Mat 

  
    136266    ................................................     $99.95 

 

  This magical rainbow mat will bring the magic of the 
rainbow to any room. It comes rolled up with its own 
rainbow tie with rainbow flowers on the ends. It has 
been 100% hand felted from all natural brightly coloured 
wool.   Size: 100cm Diameter    

   Wonderworld Spacy 

      143277    ................................................     $19.95 

 

  Spacy is a wooden grasper toy that shakes and rattles 
and can be manipulated with children’s fingers whilst 
improving hand-eye coordination skill.   Size: 10 x 10 x 
14cmH   Age: 3+ mths 

   Wonderworld Twist & Roll 

  
    143278    ................................................     $24.95 

 

  The Wonderworld Twist & Roll is a reach and grasp 
toy in enticing vivid colours, that produces sound and 
movement when manipulated. Children’s hand-eye 
coordination and fine motor skills are increased with the 
use of this Rubber wood toy.   Size: 12 x 12 x 11cmH  
 Age: 3+ mths 
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 Felt 
Rainbow 
Balls   

   136576   5cm 28pcs  ......................................................................................................................     $39.95 

   Easy Hold Mirror 

  
    110846    ................................................     $18.95 

 

  Hand-held acrylic mirror for self reflection, self discovery, 
self awareness, collaborative group play and role play. 
Housed in a solid Rubberwood outer, it is both extremely 
strong and easy to hold and manipulate. Mirror measures 
8cm in diameter.   Size: 18.5 x 12cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Easy Hold Discovery 

      116283   Set of 6  ...........................................................................................................................     $89.95 

 

  Easy to hold wooden frames that encourage independent exploration of colour. Young children will have an opportunity 
to develop visual awareness through the mirrors, magnifier and coloured lenses. Can be stacked for colour mixing or 
used on a light panel. Set includes 3 coloured lenses, two different mirrors and a magnifier.   Size: 18.5 x 12cmH  
 Age: 12+ mths 

   Mirror Pebbles 

      132574   Set of 20  ...........................................................................     $239.95 

 

  Mirror Pebbles are great for stacking, sorting, counting and so much more. With four 
different sizes, they offer sensory appeal and the opportunity for children to explore 
and experiment. A pebble weighs approx. 15g. Sizes range from 4.5 to 15cm.     
 Age: 10+ mths 

   Felt Rainbow Balls 
     136577   7.5 & 13cm 2pcs .......................     $29.95 

 

  Rainbow felt balls are so versatile, use them for 
imaginary play, colour sorting or counting. Beneficial for 
developing sensory and fine motor skills.       

   Wooden Spools 
      136581   6pcs  .....................................................................................     $69.95 

 

  These wooden spools can have a variety of uses from lacing, painting, gluing and for 
use in dioramas and construction. They can also be used for indoor games such as 
skittles. This set of six are all sized 13cm.    Age: 0+ mths 

  Wooden Spools   Wooden Spools 

   Grimm’s Sorting Balls 

      140161   Coloured 6pcs  ...........................     $30.95 

 

  6 Maple wood balls with a non-toxic stain are perfect 
for playing with the 4 Elements Rainbow (139932) and 
the Large Rainbow Boxes (139941) for sorting colours. 
Each ball is 4.5cm.      Age: 12+ mths 
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 Sensory Development  Sensory Development 

   Masterkidz Sound Matching Cubes 

  
    133592    ............................................................................................    $69.95 

 

  4 pairs of colour matching cubes making 4 different sounds when shaken. Match the 
cubes through colour or sound matching. Different objects can be added to the empty 
cube to experience different sounds during shaking. A perfect educational toy to help 
develop hearing and concentration. Made of sustainable European Beech wood.  
 Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 12+ mths 

   Sensory Reflective Mirror Balls 

  
   139391   4pcs  .........................................     $64.95 

 

  Develop children’s gross motor and sensory skills and 
introduce them to the concept of size and scale. These 
reflective balls are ideal for indoor or outdoor play. 
Children can explore the reflective properties of items 
placed next to the balls. Made from hard wearing 
stainless steel, measures 6cm, 8cm, 10cm and 15cm in 
diameter.      Age: 12+ mths 

   Blue Ribbon Matching Sensorial 
Sounds & Weights 

  
   130876   Sensorial Weight .........................    $51.95 

 

  Eight skittle’s filled with a variety of weight materials that 
a child holds to determine their relative weights. The child 
places the weight down on the board in order of heaviest 
to lightest. Grooves cut into the bottom of the skittles and 
board help to match up the correct order. The game is 
designed to enhance a child’s sensory development.  
 Size: 12 x 23 x 5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

  Blue Ribbon Matching Sensorial    130875   Sensorial Sound  ..........................    $51.95 

 

  The sound cylinders are available in two sets of hollow 
blocks that are coded in Red and Blue. There are 
different size beads inside the cylinders to make sound 
either louder or softer noises when shaken. There will 
be matching sound sets for Red and Blue for a child to 
match them up. The blocks are designed to make the 
child consciously aware of sounds and to better train the 
ear.   Size: 15 x 23.5 x 9.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   130876T   Set of 2  ......................................    $99.95 

   Masterkidz Rainbow Block & Fraction Set 

      133593   11pcs  ...................................................................................    $59.95 

 

  A set of sturdy and chunky wooden rainbow blocks in different transparent colours. 
Children can make different constructions out of imagination while enjoying seeing the 
world through the blocks in different colours. Made of sustainable European Beech 
wood.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Wooden Sound Blocks 
     148007   25pcs  ...................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  This set of sound blocks make building activities more fun as the colour blocks have 
sounds! All blocks are very chunky and safe for young children.   Size: 33 x 23 x 8.9cmH  
 Age: 18+ mths 

   Wonderworld Rainbow Sound Blocks 

  
   149484   6pcs  .....................................................................................    $65.95 

 

  A multi-sensory experience, these stunning blocks appeal to the senses of touch, sight 
and hearing with six wooden boxes containing different objects providing a variety of 
gentle, stimulating activities. Babies and toddlers can see through the coloured acrylic 
fronts, sit them together to make different colours and shake them to make sounds.   Size: 
Box: 13 x 7 x 23cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

  Wonderworld Rainbow Sound Blocks 
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 A stable and sturdy wooden “marble” run by quality 
German toymaker NIC, made from FSC European 
Beech wood. Ideal for young children because 
it has no small parts or marbles. This unique ball 
track/marble run has eight tracks and instead of 
marbles comes with two wooden people, three 
UFO’s, two discs, one sprinter car and a motive set 
for decorating the discs. Each item travels down the 
track in a different motion and at different speeds. 
Not only teaches children about gravity but also 
about speed and collisions as children try to predict 
what will travel the track faster and which item can 

even over take on the track. 

   NIC Multi-Race 8 Track Marble Run   
   113726    ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $259.95 
      Size: 65 x 14 x 65cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   113727   NIC Cubio Ball Track  61pcs  .................................................    $179.95 

 

  The Cubio Wooden Ball Run is ideal for small children with its large wooden balls, 
which are easy to hold and modular block units that are easy to construct into exciting 
and stable runs.       

   113728   Track Extension 45pcs  ..........................................................     $134.95 

 

  The Cubio Wooden Ball Run Extension with its wavy tracks adds length, variety and 
excitement when added to the Cubio Wooden Ball Run Basic Set (113727). The 
modular blocks and tracks are easy for young children to construct into stable runs. Not 
suitable as a standalone set as it does not come with a ball.       

   NIC Cubio Ball Track & Extension Set   
   113728T   106pcs  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................    $299.95 
   An easy to build marble run with large wooden balls and modular block units. This set includes the 61 piece track set and 45 piece track extension set.      Age: 18+ mths 

 NIC Cubio Ball Track 
 NIC Toys are a quality German toy maker producing wooden marble runs from FSC Maple or Beech wood and painted with 
non-toxic water-based paints. Easy to build in any configuration you wish, the large 4cm wooden balls will roll smoothly down 
the tracks. A basic set and extension set are available in this range. 

Made in 
Germany

*Example of Ball Track 
and Extension Sets 

combined

4cm 
balls

61 pcs 
Ball 
Track
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 Discovery & Stimulation 

   Wonderworld City Beads Frame 
     143183    ..........................................................................................    $179.95 

 

  City Beads is based on transportation in the city, with manoeuvring possibility of train, 
car, plane and helicopter, both through sky and tunnels. A good interactive toy set for 
parent-child with story-telling.   Size: 38 x 62 x 40cmH   Age: 6+ mths 

   Wonderworld Beads Frame 
     143184    ............................................................................................    $64.95 

 
  One or more can play this bead roller coaster with shape and colour recognition as well 
as fine tuning motor skill.   Size: 15 x 30 x 30cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Discoveroo Ocean Adventure Activity Cube 

      144173    ............................................................................................    $29.95 

 

  A multi-functional toddler toy with an ocean theme and includes a bead maze, spinning 
cogs, spinning blocks, shape sequencer and even a clock. Perfect for little one’s to 
improve motor skills and hand eye co-ordination. The top can fold down for easy storage 
and it is constructed from Plantation Plywood.   Size: 15 x 15 x 30cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

  Hape Country 
Critters Play Cube

     133832    ..........................................................................................    $179.95 

 

  Mazes, shapes, levers, and lots of flying, swimming, and croaking creatures turn 
this colourful, five-sided activity centre into a hub of activity. Made of sturdy wood 
with water-based paint, it’ll stand up to years of fun.   Size: 35 x 35 x 49.7cmH  
 Age: 12+ mths 

   Masterkidz Sliding Game 

  
    133601    ................................................     $37.95 

 

  A simple fine motor skills training game featuring 4 
basic hand movements - straight motion, see-saw 
motion, circular motion and turning. Little hands will 
hold the wooden pieces and move them following the 
directions of the arrows. A simple but important resource 
for little ones at their early developmental stages.  
 Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

  Masterkidz Snail 
Shaped Sliding Game

      133602    ................................................     $34.95 

 

  An adorable Snail shaped sliding board game, 
encouraging motor skills training when children move 
the wooden blocks along the circular tracks.   Size: 28 x 
28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Shape Sliding Maze 

  
    133600    ................................................     $37.95 

 

  A wooden sliding maze game with geometric 
shapes. Easy-to-grasp puzzle pieces made from 
European Beech. Children will enjoy sliding the puzzles 
along the tracks. A great fine motor skills training and 
shape matching puzzle.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 
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 HAPE products are created to inspire play, learning and exploration of the world we live in. Created using natural materials, water-based paints and strict 
quality and safety standards, every HAPE toy is an investment children will love. 

   Hape Music & Monkeys Railway Set 

  
   133941   19pcs  .......................................     $89.95 

 

  A beautiful melody plays as you drive the jungle train 
over the xylophone track, then cheeky monkeys pop 
up as you pass the bushes. An interactive resource 
encouraging children to understand cause and effect, 
Made of wood and plastic.   Size: 48 x 12 x 24cmH  
 Age: 18+ mths 

   Wooden Twisting Disc Puzzle 
      148077   10 x 15 x 25cmH  ..................................................................    $31.95 

 

  A great wooden toy puzzle for children to develop motor skills and shape sorting. It 
comprises of three posts with pegs in different positions. Children will love twisting the 
pegs to remove them. All materials used are child-safe and non-toxic.      Age: 2+ yrs 

  Discoveroo 
Mountain Roller

     144153   37 x 13 x 25cmH  ..................................................................    $44.95 

 

  This wooden play set teaches children about gravity and provides hours of fun. Featuring 
four ramps, the three large wooden balls roll down the tracks, around and through the 
mountain. The balls are 4.5cm in diameter.      Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Magnetic Sliding Maze 

  
    133603   Insects  ......................................     $59.95 

 

  A magnetic insect themed maze featuring 4 different 
shapes. Hold the magnetic pen to move the beads 
around the bee and through the spiral, oval flower and 
butterfly shaped tracks. A great eye-hand coordination 
training toy.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Colour Sorting Magnetic 
Maze 

      133598    ................................................     $59.95 

 

  A fun and effective colour learning, colour recognition 
and colour grouping maze. Develops fine motor skills 
and concentration. Made of sustainable European 
Beech plywood.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

 

 Masterkidz 1 to 5 
Numbers Learning 
Magnetic Maze

  
    133599    ................................................     $59.95 

 

  Colour matching by numbers. Move the coloured beads 
using the magnetic want to the respective numbers. 
Through play, learn about numbers and quantity. Develops 
fine motor skills and concentration. Self correction made 
easy as the right number of coloured beads match the 
correct coloured number. Made of sustainable European 
Beech plywood.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 
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 Discovery & Stimulation 

  Waytoplay King 
Of The Road Set

  
    139969   44pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $229.95 

 

  The King Of The Road is a flexible motorway which consists of easy-to-connect road parts. You can play on almost any surface such as carpet, table, grass and rocks. The flexible 
design allows for play uphill, downhill and over thresholds. Can be combined with lots of other toys and stimulates children’s creativity and imagination. Children can build their own 
routes, set up a race track for their cars or just drive their favourite vehicles from room to room. This set has 44 parts for maximum fun for everyone. Containing 16 curves, 16 straights 
including 4 parking spaces, 2 crossings, 2 roundabouts, 4 couplers and 4 connecting parts this will measure measures 648cm in length fully assembled. Cars and accessories sold 
separately.      Age: 0+ mths 

   Discoveroo Beach 
Car Set       144145   5pcs ...............    $29.95 

      Size: 9.5 x 6 x 4.5cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Discoveroo 
Emergency Car Set       144172   5pcs ...............    $31.95 

      Size: 8 x 6 x 5cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Wonderworld Puppy Car       143276    ................................................     $19.95 
      Size: 11 x 5 x 8cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Voila Roll ‘N’ Roll   
   146873   13 x 7 x 10cmH  ........................     $23.95 
      Size: 13 x 7 x 10cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Discoveroo Squeaker Emergency Cars       144147   Set of 3  .....................................     $29.95 
      Size: 7 x 7 x 6cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Wood Cars with Handle   
   124455   4pcs  .........................................     $79.95 
      Size: 13 x 7cmH   Age: 6+ mths 

   Discoveroo Assorted Chunky Car Set       144174   3pcs  .........................................     $29.95 
      Size: 12 x 6 x 7.5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

    140159   Natural 6pcs  ...........................     $129.95 
      Size: 10 x 7 x 5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Rainbow Friends   
   139927   12pcs  .......................................     $79.95 
      Size: 3 x 3 x 7cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Snail Pull-A-Long   
   148002   13 x 7 x 9cmH  ..........................     $21.95 
      Size: 13 x 7 x 9cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Discoveroo Rattle N Roll Dove   
   144142   Pink  ..........................................     $14.95 
   144143   Blue  ..........................................     $14.95 
      Size: 9 x 6.5 x 7cmH   Age: 6+ mths 

   Grimm’s Small Cars   
   139926   Coloured 6pcs  .........................     $129.95 
      Size: 10 x 7 x 5cmH    

add Grimm’s products 
for more play value
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   Junior Rainbow Bowls & Balls 

  
    136799   Set of 7  ...................................     $134.95 

 

  A vibrant rainbow coloured felt bowls and balls set 
for babies and above. Bowls measure 15cmDia and 
10.5cmH and the large balls are 5cm diameter. A great 
introduction to counting, sorting and learning different 
colours.      Age: 0+ mths 

  Bauspiel Junior 
Bead Board Set

  
    136778   33pcs  ...........................................................................................................................     $359.95 

 

  This Junior Bead Board set consists of two double-sided bead boards (37.5 x 37.5 x 2cmH), 6 felt cups (9cmH) and 36 
drilled wooden balls (4.5cm). One side of each bead board has 25 hollows where the wooden balls can be placed 
to make patterns and early math & counting experiments. The wooden beads can be stacked on top of each other or 
even threaded together with string or twine. The reverse side has a built-in spiral groove, where coordination can be 
tested to balance the wooden balls or roll them back and forth to complete the track. The 6 felt cups are supplied in the 
same 6 colours as the wooden balls.      Age: 0+ yrs 

   Voila Shape Sorter 

  
   146910   11.5 x 12 x 10cmH  ...................     $29.95 

 

  This toy helps to develop basic shape recognition and 
hand-eye co-ordination. Children will enjoy fitting the 
six pieces of different shapes and colours into the six 
geometrically shaped slots. The sorting pieces can also 
be used for simple constructions.      Age: 12+ mths 

   Voila Fit Me In 

     146912   17 x 17 x 4.5cmH  .....................     $29.95 

 

  A colourful three-dimensional puzzle composed of 
various geometric shapes which fit into a wooden tray. 
Helps to develop observation and manipulative skills.     
 Age: 18+ mths 

   Voila Geo Trio 

  
   146914   9.5 x 21.8 x 11cmH  ..................     $29.95 

 

  A stacking toy, composed of three sets of geometric 
pieces of varying sizes and colours, to be assembled 
on three flexible rods. Children will learn to differentiate 
sizes, forms and colours, while creating amusing 
characters according to their imagination.      Age: 18+ 
mths 

   Quercetti Daisy Giant Activity Pegs 

  
   131658    .................................................    $49.95 

 

  Count, match and stack with these large coloured peg 
shapes. Soft flexible pegs encourage children to grasp 
and position in the daisy board. Made of a rubber 
material that is durable and safe. Size: Board 7.5cmW, 
Pegs 4.5cmD.      Age: 12+ mths 

  Discoveroo Sort 
& Tip Truck

     144148    ................................................     $34.95 

 

  A great game that helps children learn about sorting their 
waste. A garbage truck which opens and tips with seven 
different shapes to sort.   Size: 28 x 10 x 16cmH   Age: 
2+ yrs 

   Discoveroo Sort & Stack Truck 

     144149    ................................................     $39.95 

 

  A semi trailer with fourteen colourful discs for sorting. 
Each disc has a shape in the centre which enables it to 
be stacked on the back of the truck. Great for counting 
skills.   Size: 35 x 10 x 15cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

2 x double 
sided 

boards 
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 Sorting, Stacking & Pounding 

   Masterkidz Jumbo Lacing Beads 

  
    133634    ..........................................................................................    $164.95 

 

  An open-ended resource to help encourage children with colour and shape recognition 
while developing fine motor skills. This can be used in intentional teaching activities or as 
part of play based learning. Includes: 4 x wooden stands, 8 x double-sided work-cards, 
16 x logical combination exercises, 12 x coloured threading laces, assorted beads, 1 
x wooden tray and 1 x fabric storage bag. Made from quality European Beech wood 
(FSC). The tray measures 41 x 20 x 6cmH.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Balancing Rainbow 

      133636    ............................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  This wooden Balancing Rainbow aids hand-eye coordination development and 
understanding the balancing concept. Elastic wooden rods make this durable and it is 
made of sustainable European Beech, plywood and eco-friendly water-based finishes.  
 Size: 11 x 13 x 25.5cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Discoveroo Windmill Stackeroo 

  
   144146   10 x 12 x 19cmH  ......................     $24.95 

 

  Made from Plantation wood and safe paints this is a 
great variation on the traditional stacker. Featuring seven 
colourful rings and the top one spins like a windmill. The 
round pieces have two holes so children kids can learn 
about 3D.      Age: 18+ mths 

   Discoveroo Magnetic Stacking Rocket 

  
    144151   9 x 9 x 19cmH  ..........................     $34.95 

 

  Great for motor skills and pretend play, this wonderful toy 
can be played with as a stacker and also a rocket. Eight 
hidden magnets in each ring offer a great challenge for 
little ones. Includes a spaceman, alien and monkey for a 
variety of space adventures.      Age: 18+ mths 

   Wooden 3D Sorting Board 
      148067   32 x 37 x 10cmH  ..................................................................    $59.95 

 

  Inspired from Montessori, this sorting, nesting and stacking board is an all in one toy for 
toddlers. The toy features beautiful bright gradient colours, sturdy good size blocks for 
little hands.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Wooden Shape & Size Board 
     148005   19 x 19 x 6cmH  ....................................................................    $27.95 

 

  This young-engineer board is a great toy for young minds to have fun with shapes, 
colours and length and to develop shape and size discrimination and the gross motor 
skill of grasp and release.      Age: 2+ yrs 

 

 Discoveroo 
Magnetic 
Stacking Helicopter

     144152   21 x 14 x 10cmH  ......................     $36.95 

 

  Five pieces which join together with safely hidden 
magnets. The felt rotor spins as the wheels turn. Great 
for motor skills and hours of open-ended play.      Age: 18+ 
mths 
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   Masterkidz Blocks & Cups       133590   Circle  .....................................     $119.95 
      Size: 20 x 21 x 5.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

    133591   Square  ....................................     $119.95 

 

  Expertly designed to engage children in developing a 
variety of colour, problem solving and fine motor skills. 
A set of 9 wooden cups in assorted colours. Made 
of European wood and supplied in a sturdy wooden 
storage box, along with instruction cards and a handy 
guide book.   Size: 20 x 20 x 5.5cmH   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Grimm’s 7 Friends in 7 Bowls       139960   14pcs  .......................................     $89.95 
      Size: 19 x 3 x 6cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   143174   Stacking Rings  ...........................     $31.95 
      Size: 9 x 9 x 17.5cmH    

   143176   Shape Sorter  .............................     $37.95 
      Size: 15 x 15 x 9cmH    

   143177   Endless Pounder  .........................     $31.95 
      Size: 13 x 19 x 9cmH    

   143178   Shape Sequence  ........................     $47.95 
      Size: 19.5 x 19.5 x 8cmH    

   143179T   Set of 4  ...................................     $139.95 
         Age: 0+ mths 

   Wonderworld Rolling Ball Pounder 
     143275   11 x 32 x 11cmH  ..................................................................    $44.95 

 

  This is an interactive toy that will encourage curiosity with a cause and effect function. 
The aim is to hammer the balls down onto the track, watch them roll back so that they 
can be picked up to start again!      Age: 18+ mths 

   Wooden Pound A Ball Tower 

     148065   16 x 16 x 40cmH  .....................     $59.95 

 

  Pound the balls from the top and enjoy watching the 
colourful balls roll through the rainbow track. This is a 
great toy for eye tracking and motor skills. Made from 
plantation timber using non-toxic materials.      Age: 2+ yrs 

 This stunning set of natural wooden developmental toys are coloured using natural dyes from 
vegetable and flower extracts. Toddlers will learn about sizes, shapes, sequential ordering and 

problem solving. 

  $31.95 

  $37.95 

  $31.95 

  $47.95 

  $139.95 

  $31.95 

  $37.95 

  $31.95 

  $47.95 

  $139.95 

vegetable and flower extracts. Toddlers will learn about sizes, shapes, sequential ordering and 
problem solving. problem solving. 
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 Sorting, Stacking & Pounding 

   Grimm’s Stacking Bowls   
    140162   Coloured 5pcs  ...........................     $49.95 
   139939   Natural 5pcs  .............................     $49.95 
         Age: 6+ mths 

  Grimm’s Stacking Bowls    Grimm’s Conical Large Rainbow Tower   
   139946   11pcs  .......................................     $69.95 
      Size: 12.5 x 12.5 x 21cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Stacking Tower       140164   Triangular 11pcs  ........................     $69.95 
      Size: 22cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Stacking House   
   139945   Rainbow Coloured 5pcs  .............     $59.95 
   139944   Natural Wooden 5pcs  ................     $59.95 
         Age: 12+ mths 

  Grimm’s Stacking House 
   Grimm’s The 4 Elements   
   139932   Rainbow 6pcs  ...........................     $59.95 
      Size: 17 x 7 x 10cmH    

   139933   Waves 6pcs  ..............................     $59.95 
      Size: 22 x 6 x 10cmH    

  $59.95   Grimm’s The 4 Elements 

   139935T   Set of all 4  ..............................    $219.95 
         Age: 0+ mths 

   Grimm’s Rainbow Large       139928   12pcs  .....................................     $149.95 
      Size: 36 x 7 x 25cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Sorting Balls       140161   Coloured 6pcs  ...........................     $30.95 
         Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Large Boxes   
   139941   Rainbow 6pcs  .........................     $139.95 
      Size: 14 x 14 x 65cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

Grimms
 Grimm’s toys are designed to encourage toddlers and children to engage in open-ended 
and independent play using simple yet vibrantly coloured shapes. Pieces are hand-cut and 
sanded, and coloured only with non-toxic water-based dyes. 

FOR FULL
RANGE OF 
GRIMM’S 
SEE PAGE 

432

   139934   Fire 5pcs  ...................................     $59.95 
      Size: 12 x 6 x 17cmH    

   139935   Cave 5pcs  ................................     $59.95 
      Size: 15 x 6 x 11cmH    
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  Grimm’s 
Rainbow Mushrooms   

   139917   12pcs  .......................................     $24.95 
         Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Rainbow Forest   
   139955   12pcs  .......................................     $79.95 
         Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Wooden Coloured Gems       139957   4pcs  .........................................     $49.95 
         Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Stacking Moon Houses       140160   Coloured 15pcs  ...................................................................    $109.95 
         Age: 12+ mths 

   Grimm’s Building Pebbles   
    140155   River 4pcs  ...........................................................................     $32.95 
    140156   Moss 4pcs ...........................................................................     $32.95 
    140157   Fire 4pcs  .............................................................................     $32.95 
    140157T   Full Set 12pcs  ......................................................................     $89.95 
      Size: 6 to 12 x 2.5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

  Grimm’s Building Pebbles 

   Grimm’s Large Boxes   
   140150   Monochrome 6pcs  ...............................................................    $139.95 
      Size: 15 x 15 x 15cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Grimm’s Tunnel Large 
     140151   Monochrome 12pcs  .............................................................    $149.95 

      Size: 38 x 18cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

  Grimm’s Large Boxes 
  Monochrome 6pcs   Monochrome 6pcs   $139.95   Monochrome 6pcs   $139.95 

   Grimm’s Stacking House   
   140152   Monochrome 5pcs  .................................................................     $59.95 
      Size: 13 x 13cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Grimm’s Stacking Bowls 
      140163   Monochrome 5pcs  .................................................................     $49.95 

      Size: Large is 11 x 4cmH   Age: 6+ mths 
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 Block Play 

   Gluckskafer Large Wooden Play Blocks   
    113802   Coloured 17pcs  .....................................................................    $44.95 
    113803   Natural 17pcs  .......................................................................    $44.95  

  These high quality wooden blocks are protected with durable and firmly adhering water-
glazed colours, which underline the wood character - in contrast to painted surfaces. 
The wood grain shines through and the surface looks a bit rougher, so that the blocks do 
not slip which is a benefit for sensory development. The building blocks are child-friendly 
wooden toys for creative play and can also be stacked in a certain formation to create 
a puzzle. They promote visual perception, hand-eye coordination and dexterity. The 
pieces range in size from 6.5 to 15cm and come in a convenient net bag.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Discoveroo Wooden Block Set 

      144150   34pcs  ...................................................................................    $64.95 

 

  This innovation in toddler construction is a 34 piece wooden block set, complete with 
a handy plastic container. Each block contains studs and holes so they can be joined 
together to make anything you can imagine. Made from plantation wood and water 
lacquer. The container measures 28 x 20 x 15cmH.   Size: 4 to 12cm   Age: 18+ mths 

   Hape Jungle Block Play Set 

     133964   112pcs  .................................................................................    $89.95 

 

  Stimulate the senses with the 100 piece wooden colour block play and 6 piece felt 
mat set. Count and sort the blocks into different themes. Tell a story about the animals. 
Assign the letter that begins with each animals name. The set promotes social skills, self 
discovery, physical skills and fine motor skills.   Size: 4 to 8cm   Age: 12+ mths 

   WEDGiTS Junior Starter Set 
     133898   15pcs  ...................................................................................    $29.95 

 
  The Starter set has large blocks providing fun for toddlers and individuals with special 
needs. Pieces range from 5 to 15cm.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   COKO Nursery Bricks 
     132502   100pcs  .................................................................................    $51.95 

 

  Set includes an assortment of bricks, wheels, windows, doors, people and roof pieces. 
Storage bucket included. COKO base plates sold separately.   Size: 3 to 6.5cm  
 Age: 2+ yrs 

  Gluckskafer Large Wooden Play Blocks 

  COKO Nursery Bricks 
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   Wooden Multicultural People   
   124421   42pcs  ...................................................................................    $99.95 
      Size: 6 to 8cmH   Age: 12+ Mths 

   Wooden Australian Trees   
   124426   10pcs  ..................................................................................    $94.95 
      Size: 10 to 14cmH   Age: 12mths+ 

   Large Wooden Animals   
   124470   9pcs  .....................................................................................     $69.95 
      Size: 7.5 to 14.5cmH   Age: 12+ mths      Size: 6 to 8cmH   Age: 12+ Mths 

   Large Wooden Vehicles   
   124424   10pcs  ....................................................................................    $89.95 
      Size: 8 to 13cmH   Age: 12mths+ 

   Wooden Toddler Play Set 
      124470T   71pcs  ................................................................................     $329.95 

 

  Great for role playing and storytelling, this play set of timeless Happy Architect wooden 
figures features 4 popular sets from the range. Includes 42 Multicultural People, 10 
Vehicles, 10 Australian Trees and 9 Animals.      Age: 12+ mths 

   Wooden Blocks 
      124467   Our Multicultural Community 12pcs  ........................................    $54.95 

 

  Mix and Match a range of men and women from a variety of ethnic backgrounds, 
to complete the design for 16 different occupations found in our community.  
 Size: 5 x 5 x 5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   Wooden Blocks       124466   How Am I Feeling 8pcs  ............................................................     $54.95 
      Size: 4.5 x 13.5 x 4.5cmH   Age: 12+ mths      Size: 4.5 x 13.5 x 4.5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

   How Am I Feeling Today       124476   Wooden People 15pcs  ....................................................................     $44.95 
      Size: 7 to 13cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

  Large Wooden Animals 
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 Early Readers 

 This award winning range of books has 
been specifically designed for babies. A 
great introduction to books through well-
known nursery rhymes and interactive text. 
Singing songs and rhymes aids language 
development by introducing them to the 
natural sounds and patterns of speech. 
Combining these with actions also stimulates 

the brain and helps muscle development. 

   Baby Board Book   
   137860   Head, Shoulders, Knees And Toes      $15.95 
   137861   If You’re Happy And You Know It  .     $15.95 
   137862   Dingle Dangle Scarecrow  ...........     $15.95 
   137863   Ring A Ring O’ Roses  .................     $15.95 
   137864   Row, Row, Row Your Boat  ...........     $15.95 
   137865   This Little Piggy  ..........................     $15.95 
   137866   I’m A Little Teapot  .......................     $15.95 
   137867   Humpty Dumpty  .........................     $15.95 

   137867T   Set of 8  .........................................................................................................................     $119.95 

 
  This award winning set of 8 books has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through 
well-known nursery rhymes and interactive text. Each book has 10 pages.   Size: 21 x 21cm   Age: 0+ mths 

 There’s a wealth of sights, sounds, smells, tastes and textures to discover and enjoy. In this series of richly illustrated books, Carol Thompson celebrates the 
immediate and sensory response of children to the natural world – whatever the weather!. 

   Whatever The Weather Baby Board Book   
   137868   Sun  .....................................................................................     $15.95 
   137869   Wind  ...................................................................................     $15.95 
   137870   Snow  ...................................................................................     $15.95 
   137871   Rain  ....................................................................................     $15.95 

 Children are able to 
communicate by signing 
before they develop the 
skills necessary for speech. 
By teaching simple sign 
language to children from as 
young as eight months, they 
can convey their emotions 
and their needs. While 
this book range has been 
produced using British Sign 
Language ALL signs used are 
correct in Australian Sign 

Language (Auslan). 

   Baby Signing Board Books   
   137898   Humpty Dumpty  ....................................................................     $15.95 
   137899   Old Macdonald  ....................................................................     $15.95 
   137900   Jack & Jill  .............................................................................     $15.95 
   137901   Wheels On The Bus  ...............................................................     $15.95 
   137902   Five Little Ducks  .....................................................................     $15.95 
   137903   Five Little Speckled Frogs ........................................................     $15.95 

   137871T   Set of 4  ................................................................................     $59.95 

 
  Set of four books contains Sun, Wind, Snow and Rain. 10 pages each.   Size: 20.5 x 
20.5cm   Age: 12+ mths 

   137904   Miss Polly Had A Dolly  ..........................................................     $15.95 
   137905   Wind The Bobbin Up  .............................................................     $15.95 
   137905T   Set of 8  ..............................................................................     $119.95 

 

  An eight book set of baby signing books comprising of popular nursery rhymes such 
as Wheels On The Bus, Humpty Dumpty, Old Macdonald and many more.   Size: 21 
x 21cm   Age: 12+ mths 
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   137880   There Was An Old Lady  .............     $32.95 
   137881   This Old Man  ............................     $32.95 
   137882   Old Macdonald Had A Farm  .......     $32.95 
   137883   This Is The House That Jack Built  ...     $32.95 
   137884   The Wheels On The Bus  ..............     $32.95 
   137885   Ten Little Monkeys  ......................     $32.95 
   137886   Itsy Bitsy Spider ..........................     $32.95 
   137887   Hickory Dickory Dock  .................     $32.95 
   137888   Little Miss Muffet  ........................     $32.95 
   137889   Mary Had A Little Lamb  ..............     $32.95 
   137889T   Set of 10  .................................     $319.95 

 

  Set of 10 classic titles: Old Macdonald Had A Farm, 
Itsy Bitsy Spider, House Jack Built, Wheels on the Bus, 
Old Lady Who Swallowed A Fly, Mary Had Little Lamb, 
Hickory Dickory Dock, This Old Man, Little Miss Muffet, 
Ten Little Monkeys.   Size: 44 x 44cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

Peek-A-Boo Big Books
 Years after publication, these much-loved classics are still as popular as ever. Ingenious die-cut holes bring these much-loved 
nursery rhymes to life and Pam Adams’s illustrations lend humour and vibrancy to the proceedings. Bouncy illustrations, 
innovative die cutting and popular rhymes make Books with Holes a must for every child. Suitable for babies, toddlers, pre-
schoolers and the classroom. 
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 Toddler Puzzles 

   131405   Tree  ..........................................     $24.95 

Blue Ribbon Chunky 3D Tray Puzzles
A range of colourful, chunky wooden 3D versatile tray puzzles by Blue Ribbon. The big Rubberwood pieces are perfect for 
little hands to fit together and be used with 3 levels of increasing difficulty. Complete the picture by: Easy level, using the tray 
to guide the shape outcome. Moderate level, outside the tray with no boundary to guide outcome or High level, complete the 
picture vertically by identifying the correct sequence (eg, for car, wheels first) and balancing the blocks on top of each other. 
Each puzzle has 5 to 8 pieces, 5cm thick, tray measures 17 x 17cm and suits children 12+ mths.

   131406   House  .......................................     $24.95     131407   Train  .........................................     $24.95 

   131408   Car  ..........................................     $24.95     131409   Flower  ......................................     $24.95    131410   Robot  .......................................     $24.95 

    131413   Boat  .........................................     $24.95 

Each puzzle has 5 to 8 pieces, 5cm thick, tray measures 17 x 17cm and suits children 12+ mths.

    131414   Aircraft  .....................................     $24.95     131415   Pony  .........................................     $24.95 

    131415T   Set of 9  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................     $209.95 
   Contains all available Blue Ribbon chunky puzzles.   Size: 17 x 17 x 5cmH   Age: 12+ mths 
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   Discoveroo Chunky Tray Puzzles       144170   Animals 6pcs  .........................................................................    $44.95 
   Contains a Crocodile, Dog, Elephant, Rabbit, Lion and Cat.       
    144171   Vehicles 3pcs  .........................................................................    $22.95 
   Contains a Truck, Digger and Train.       

    144171T   Animals & Vehicles Set of 9  .....................................................    $64.95 
      Size: 14 x 14 x 2cmH   Age: 12+ mths 

    149230   Emergency 4pcs  ...................................................................     $24.95 
      Size: 14.9 x 18.2 x 1.5cmH    

    149233T   Set of 4  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $94.95 

 
  A wonderful set of 4 Haba layered puzzles that provide a more challenging puzzle experience. Removing puzzle layers displays new images underneath. Beautifully illustrated 
wooden puzzles including Emergency, Fun On The Farm, Construction and Farm.      Age: 12+ mths 

    149232   Construction 5pcs  .................................................................     $24.95 
      Size: 15 x 15.2 x 2.2cmH    

Haba Wooden Layer Puzzles
Lighting up children’s eyes whilst breathing environmental protection and sustainability. With a company philosophy based 
on the principle that children are the most important things in life, HABA have been inventing well thought out, multi-award 
winning toys for over for 80 years. They create toys that foster a range of skills, imaginative play and fun. All toys are designed 
in Germany and wooden toys are made in Germany. All of the Beech and Birch wood used in the wooden toys are made from 
locally sourced sustainable forests and all carry the PEFC seal.

    149231   Fun On The Farm 4pcs  ..........................................................     $24.95 
      Size: 14.3 x 18 x 1.5cmH    

    149233   Farm 5pcs  ............................................................................     $24.95 
      Size: 15 x 15.2 x 2.2cmH    

 Help little one’s learn, while keeping them entertained with the fun Discoveroo Chunky 
Puzzle range. These fun, beginner tray puzzles are perfect for toddlers, as they are safe 
and durable. The chunky pieces are easy to grip and with bold colours will capture 

children’s imaginations, while teaching fine motor & problem solving skills. 
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    149243   Marine 7pcs  ..............................     $32.95     149244   Vehicles 7pcs  .............................     $32.95     149245   Zoo 7pcs  ..................................     $32.95 

    149245T   Set of 6  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................    $189.95 
   The full set of 6 Janod Chunky Puzzles. Contains 7 wooden pieces encouraging sorting, dexterity and imagination skills.   Size: 30 x 21 x 2.1cmH   Age: 18+ mths 

   Masterkidz Fingers Counting Board 
      133608    ............................................................................................    $42.95 

 

  This Finger Counting Board represents left and right hands. Each finger is numbered 
on both sides in numbers and words. A great resource for the little ones to learn about 
hands, fingers and counting.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Numbering Snake Puzzle Board 

  
    133609    ............................................................................................    $39.95 

 

  Beautiful and chunky wooden pieces starting from 0 to 10, turn into a snake when 
the pieces are placed on the board in the correct sequence. Scale complexity by 
completing on or off the self correcting board. Wooden pieces are rounded and made 
of sustainable European Beech.   Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Tangram Board 

  
    133610    ............................................................................................    $42.95 

 

  This colourful and sturdy Tangram puzzle is made of sustainable European Beech and 
Plywood. Children can put together the pieces in different combinations and shapes. 
The board provides some reference ideas for designs to help stimulate creativity. This 
is a great resource for fine motor skills and hand to eye co-ordination training. Also, a 
perfect developmental resource to stimulate logical thinking and creativity for little ones.  
 Size: 28 x 28cm   Age: 2+ yrs 

   Masterkidz Spiral Wheel Board 

      133611    ............................................................................................    $49.95 

 

  This resource will stimulate creative play and visual development as children discover 
the different ways of completing the puzzle. Made from European Beech wood.   Size: 
28 x 28cm   Age: 18+ mths 

Janod Chunky Puzzles
 Janod is a French brand specialising in the manufacture and creation of traditional toys and games from wood and cardboard. 
They have developed a range of 3D chunky puzzles where children will have fun placing the correct pieces in the tray or by 
playing with them as a separate game set. Each puzzle board is 30 x 21 x 2.1cmH and puzzle piece is 1.5cm thick, so they 
can stand upright. This makes them ideal for developing children’s motor skills and imagination. 
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    149240   Construction 7pcs  ......................     $32.95     149241   Dinosaur 7pcs  ...........................     $32.95     149242   Farm 7pcs  .................................     $32.95 
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